David Engel
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

The Vasbys [kvasby@smallbytes.net]
Friday, September 18, 2015 9:48 PM
undisclosed-recipients:
New link for Cary's reunion photos

Cary Winegarden writes:
Kent, Could you please send this out ASAP? I am cancelling the previous link tomorrow.
Thanks.
LHS Classmates,
Enclosed is an updated class reunion Google Photos link of our 50th reunion.
https://goo.gl/photos/hNUvYnWri4Fs3Sfx9
I made a little goof by deleting some reunion pics from another album and thus deleted about
11 photos from the previous 50th album. It seems one can not delete photos from a "story"
album and then re-enter or add additional photos?! You can with a "standard" album, but NOT
with a "story" album. Oh well, first quirk. So I created another reunion album, easy as cake,
but then of course had to annotate all the pictures again!
But worth it! I added some pics taken by Steve Harding and corrected some errors in my
previous link of photos. If you find any other annotation errors, let me know. I can correct
them at this end and they are transferred to all our links. Cool huh?! One can not add
additional pictures!
Hint: You may be able to download a picture from my link, to your device as a "hard" copy,
not sure, still learning. But I do know if you download the "google photos" app and then save
this album to your google photos cloud, you will save this story folder and also you can
download your favorite pictures to your device as "hard" copies.
Cary Winegarden
caryw254@gmail.com
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David Engel
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

The Vasbys [kvasby@smallbytes.net]
Thursday, September 17, 2015 4:54 PM
Undisclosed-Recipient:;
Lincoln High Newsletter - 9/17/15

LHS Newsletter
This week's topics:
1. Anyone you know do something to slightly annoy you? What is it?
2. Who did you babysit for back when or who was your babysitter?
3. Ever visit a food truck? Where? Food good?
4. Ever meet someone on social media and then met them in person?
5. Prostate problems - Does saw palmetto work? Or anything else?
6. What changes in wildlife/bugs/birds have you noticed in your neck of the woods?
Ed: We used to have pheasants. Now we have turkeys!
7. What changes are happening in your church?
Ed: We have a "praise band" to start out the services now!
8. What businesses in the Rapids are still going - 50 years later?
9. How would you improve healthcare in the US?
10. Anything else you'd care to write about?
and responses:

Karen King - yayaec@ymail.com
I don't want to name a person who does something annoying but I do have some current rants about behaviors of folks in
general:
1) People who push their carts "at" the cart corral in the supermarket parking lot leaving them all askew and in the way.
How hard is it, especially if you get it that far, to secure it to the one in front?
2) Caretakers of infants who tote babies out in the sun and the wind with no hats for protecting their little bald heads.
3) Those drivers who round the curve in our neighborhood who use the straightaway before the next curve to go from 35
to 55 mph.
4) Recycling items in the landfill bins when the recycling facility is steps away.
5) People like me who rant about pretty insignificant things when there seriously more important things to think about.
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Kurt Halverson - kurt2541@yahoo.com
Although I have been gone from Rapids over 50 years; here are some still existing 50 years later-Pasquales, Portesis,
Daly Drugs, Rapids Sheet Metal, IGA, Wood County Bank, Ebbes Lake Aire, Ritchay, Funeral Home, Higgins Funeral
Home, Rapids theater, Kellys Liquors, Johnny's Rapids Inn, Hotel Mead, Schmidts Jewelry, Grandmas Restaurant,
Safeway Bus Transit, Bulls Eye-Tri City golf, Dairy Queen, Hamers Bakery, Bulls Eye Credit Union, Paper City Savings,
Brazeau Law, Schmidt Law, Metcalf Lumber, Bowlmor, Rapids Tribune, & WFHR.
Many bars in Rapids have been in existence over 50 years but I don't know their current names. Riverview Hospital,
Consolidated Papers, Wood Co. Telephone, and First National Bank existed over 50 years but are under new name or
ownership.
I have visited food trucks in Santa Monica Ca. and Phoenix. No longer roach coaches; todays sophisticated food trucks
are equal to good restaurants.
Thank you for your efforts, Kent.

Kathy Gotter - gotterkd@yahoo.com
Wild hogs have just exploded here as they have all over. I even had the pleasure?!?! of one jumping out of the weeds
and taking off my front bumper. It definitely opened my eyes at 6 in the morning! Our neighbor shot 12 at one time and
had some Hmong friends come to clean them for food in their neighborhood. At least they are very useful for food but not
so much for our yards.

Jill Worm jillw1@msn.com sends a reunion pic:
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Left to right - just old "school" names
Christine Hervi, Beverly Rheel, Joann Miller, Jill Worm, Ann Ritchie, Susan Rice

Cary Winegarden writes:
Good Health LHS Classmates, graduating class of 1965,
I have attached a link to pictures (73 of them) of our 50th Class Reunion
Hopefully I have labeled them accurately, at least as accurate as the old memory can recall!
Just click on the link below.
https://goo.gl/photos/WDZbnfJYtaNmRFbF9
These photos were organized by the new app "Google Photos" (both Apple and Android versions). It is one of the coolest
apps I have ever used. It aggregates all your photos from all devices (PC, Tablet, Cell phone, etc.) up to the cloud and
then they are accessible from any of your devices. Google labels them with maps, places you have been, dates, etc. You
can search your library of photos by face recognition and places you have been. It's really cool ! I recommend you try it if
you have not already. Hint: In settings, choose 1) unlimited photos, 2) upload when on wire fi, 3) upload when charging.
You may need to download the "google photos" app if the link below does not work. I hope you enjoy.
Your Classmate,
Cary Winegarden
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PS. If you have problems with this link, just email me at "caryw254@gmail.com" and I will send you a direct link

Peter Parsons - petepars@live.com
Hi Kent, I look forward to your classmate news letter. Pretty amazing how you can come up with so many topics.
I am in search of Mike Brusoe who lives in The Eureka Springs area in NW Arkansas
Larry Johnson and myself are doing a road trip to that area the beginning of October and would like to find Mike. Larry
and I were stationed at Fort Leonard for a year in 1966. On weekend passes we would hitch hike on Route 66 to various
locations. Once on a three day pass we hitched back to Rapids, 700 and some miles, did it in a day, a very long day. We
are planning to do some of the old 66 and also visit Ft Leonard Missouri. We trained as combat engineers there in 1966.
August of 67 we were both shipped to Viet Nam, me to an engineering unit Larry to a special forces (green Beret) unit
where we spent one year, seven months, 24 days. Mike, Larry and myself were good friends in HS and years beyond, we
would really like to hook up with him. If anybody out there has any info on him it would be so much appreciated.
Thank you, Peter Parsons

Winston Churchill loved araprosdokians, figures of speech in which the latter part of a
sentence or phrase is … surprising or unexpected.
1. Where there's a will, I want to be in it.
2. The last thing I want to do is hurt you, but it's still on my list.
3. Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright until you hear them speak.
4. If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong.
5. War does not determine who is right - only who is left.
6. Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit. Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.
7. They begin the evening news with 'Good Evening,' then proceed to tell you why it isn't.
8. To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To steal from many is research.
9. I thought I wanted a career. Turns out, I just wanted paychecks.
10. In filling out an application, where it says, 'In case of emergency, notify:' I put "DOCTOR."
11. I didn't say it was your fault, I said I was blaming you.
12. Women will never be equal to men until they can walk down the street ... with a bald head and a beer gut, and still
think they are sexy.
13. Behind every successful man is his woman. - Behind the fall of a successful man is usually another woman.
14. A clear conscience is the sign of a fuzzy memory.
15. You do not need a parachute to skydive. - You only need a parachute to skydive twice.
16. Money can't buy happiness, but it sure makes misery easier to live with.
17. There's a fine line between cuddling and ...holding someone down so they can't get away.
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18. I used to be indecisive. Now I'm not so sure.
19. You're never too old to learn something stupid.
20. To be sure of hitting the target, shoot first and call whatever you hit the target.
21. Nostalgia isn't what it used to be.
22. Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine.
23. Going to church doesn't make you a Christian any more than standing in a garage makes you a car.
Finally:
24. I'm supposed to respect my elders, but now it’s getting harder and harder for me to find one.
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